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ABSTRACT
A prominent feature of life on Earth is the evolution of biological complexity: over evolutionary history 
the biosphere has displayed continual adaptation and innovation, giving rise to an apparent open-ended 
increase in complexity. The capacity for open-ended evolution has been cited as a hallmark feature of 
life and also characterizes human and technological systems. Yet, the underlying drivers of open-ended 
evolution remain poorly understood. League of Legends (League) is an online team-based strategy game 
that has become immensely popular over the last 6 years. Because new characters (called ‘champions’) 
are regularly added and the game is updated every few weeks by the game’s developer Riot Games, the 
game never settles into an equilibrium distribution of player strategies. Innovative strategies are required 
for players to succeed, just as innovation is required to outcompete other organisms in open-ended  
biological systems. Although understanding open-endedness is crucial to understanding how living sys-
tems operate, it is often difficult or impossible to collect sufficient data to study the mechanisms driving 
open-ended evolution in natural systems. Online social systems, particularly games, offer ideal laboratories 
for studying open-ended evolutionary dynamics because of the rich data archived on statistics of users and 
their interactions. We focus on using data from North America’s top 200 players to determine how 
dominance hierarchies emerge from player strategies and how they evolve in time after an external 
perturbation. This is a microcosm for studying, in detail, how external and internal mechanisms can 
drive a real-world open-ended system. Our goal is to provide general insights that can be applied to a 
wide range of fields, including astrobiology and evolutionary systems.
Keywords: complexity, Open-ended evolution, social systems, theoretical biology, video games

1 INTRODUCTION
Arguably, one of the most challenging scientific endeavors at the forefront of 21st century 
research is the quest to understand life. We currently have few insights into how living  
systems might quantifiably differ from their non-living counterparts, something increasing 
critical as astrobiology advances as a discipline. Development of a theory of living systems, 
if at all possible, demands mathematical understanding of how data is generated, collected, 
and changes over time. One prominent example of this limited understanding is the exact 
mechanisms underlying open-ended evolution on multiple levels of biological organization. 
We currently lack a coherent theory general enough to encompass all levels of biology and 
its open-ended and emergent properties. On the other hand, technology in today’s (respectively 
more) globalized society is providing us with an overabundance of data. Recent work on open-
ended evolution has therefore shifted focus to studying innovative technological and social 
systems, such as the evolution of patents [1, 2], and online social systems [3–5]. Online 
video games have rich dynamics as well, with high-resolution data available on player 
statistics and strategies, which have under utilized as data sets for studying open-ended 
dynamics.

In this paper, we explore a small dataset of top players in the online video game League of 
Legends (League) and utilize this data as a tractable model for studying a real-world 
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open-ended dynamical system in detail. League is an online community of players where 
millions of players play with and against each other on a virtual battlefield, pitting 140+ 
in-game characters against one-another in team battles. The game is developed by Riot 
Games and is regularly modified (in code) every week or two. The interactions between play-
ers within the game and regular external interventions by the developer Riot Games lead to a 
dynamical system where player strategies never achieve a fixed state. This leads the game to 
display many ‘life-like’ properties that resemble features seen in other complex biological 
systems, as a result of human-to-human interactions. In particular, the game updates itself 
according to its own history and its current state, making it a self-referential system. Memory 
of the past is likely stored in the game’s current state. The game can most simply be parti-
tioned into two interacting subsystems: the players and the game developers. Both these 
subsystems update each other’s behavior much like an organism (game) and its environment 
(developer) interact in a highly non-linear way. The game as a whole does not evolve under a 
predefined state space. Since the game developers are not limited in the number of changes 
they can make to the game, the game evolves in an open-ended way.

2 LEAGUE OF LEGENDS AS A MODEL OF OPEN-ENDED EVOLUTION
League is an online team-based strategy game that has become popular over the last 7 years 
and is currently the most popular game of its type [8]. In every instance of a single match, 10 
players are randomly partitioned into two teams of five, the ‘Blue’ and ‘Red’ team. The two 
teams battle against each other on a virtual battlefield, as shown in Figure 1. Each player 
picks a single in-game character (‘champion’) to play throughout the entire match and the 
player uses that champion to compete against the enemy team for resources on the map. Two 
instances of the same champion are not allowed in a single match. Resources are used to 
upgrade champions to level them up throughout the duration of the match. These are collected 
around the map and can be earned by killing enemy champions.

Figure 1: Left: Summoner’s Rift, the virtual battlefield (‘map’) where both teams fight and 
collect resources. Team bases are on opposite corners of the map. Spatial areas of 
the map are labelled in white according to their colloquial names. For a sense of 
scale, one champion ‘Teemo’ is shown on the map. Right: Champion art depicting 
three different champions, ‘Talon’, ‘Teemo’, and ‘Thresh’, respectively (Source: 
Riot Games).
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The goal of the game is for one team to destroy the other team’s base. This requires a high 
level of cooperation and trust within individual teams of players. The more matches a single 
player wins over time, the higher the player climbs up in skill ranking.

Riot Games, the game’s developer, updates the game every 1–3 weeks. They add new 
champions, update old champions, change properties of the map, and change other aspects of 
the game via code updates. Most of these changes are aimed at making the game more fun for 
the players [9]; listening to player needs/wants to make the best accommodations possible. 
Thus, the majority of Riot Games’ changes are based on feedback from the players and reflect 
the current state of the game.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the players’ exploration of the game space, as constrained by 
Riot Games. The possible game state space is not self-defined because it depends on several 
unaccounted factors such as technology that is implemented, creativity, and even the economy. 
In this sense, the game as a whole (players, platform and Riot Games) is open-ended, since its 
evolution will never repeat [10–12].

By defining a constant constraint on the game space, the dynamics are guaranteed to repeat 
and open-ended evolution is not possible. Changing the constraints allows a system to generate 
dynamics that do not repeat, thus the player dynamics are also open-ended as long as the  
constraints are changing [12]. It is unclear how a signal is translated into an act on the game’s 
current constraint, and Riot Games might not use a single function to determine it.

2.1 Collecting relevant data

League is a very complicated and layered game in its own right. There are three maps, seven 
match modes, and eight tiers of skill. For this analysis, we only collected data from players 
that have the highest skill ranking on the North American server. League’s skill ranking system 
is crowned with the Challenger tier: Only the top 200 players on each server occupy this tier 
of play. If a player is in the Challenger tier, they are most likely a professional player and 
stream their matches on Twitch (an online streaming service) for money. Several tournament 
players are in Challenger tier as well.

Figure 2: Left: In the possible game space, Riot Games’ rule constraint a subspace for the 
players to explore. The players have a finite number of possible ways of creating 
data in the game state space. At some point during the players’ trajectory, Riot 
Games collects some signal about the state of the game generated by the players. 
Right: Riot Games processes the signal in some way and changes the game 
constraints by updating the game. This allows new space for the players to explore.
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In League’s player community, Challenger players often set gameplay trends. Since they 
are the best-of-the-best players, lower level players often imitate their strategies and game-
play styles in hopes of climbing the skill ranks themselves. Hence, we assume that Challenger 
players are the players’ main drivers. We note that there are other aspects of lower skill game-
play that are not addressed in the current work. Although this game has many interacting 
complex parts like most complex systems, we emphasize that the main point of this study is 
not to determine if this system evolves in an open-ended way, nor does it explore what drives 
the open-endedness. Rather, the point is to determine how this system evolves mechanistically 
and if these mechanisms can be generalized to other levels of biological organization.

We also only consider matches that were played on League’s most popular map, Summoner’s 
Rift. Since we want to ensure these players are playing their best (because players can 
purposefully play bad games to entertain an audience), we only consider Ranked matches. 
Ranked matches determine if a player stays in Challenger tier or is demoted to a lower skill 
tier and are therefore taken more seriously.

Here, we consider two consecutive game ‘patches’. Between the times that the game is 
patched, the game’s constraints remain unchanged and constant. As a starting point, it will be 
easier to assess two separate time periods in the data where the game constraints remain 
unperturbed by developer intervention. These patches, named 7.2 and 7.3, were used 6 Jan 
2017 to 7 Feb 2017 and 9 Feb 2017 to 22 Feb 2017, respectively. One day between the two 
patches was discarded since the game deployed patch 7.3 that day.

2.2 Methods

All game data are made freely available to the public by Riot Games and can be downloaded 
thorough Riot Games’ server API [13]. To save time, we used a pre-written Python 3.X package 
called Cassiopeia [14] as an interface to connect to the API. Datreant [15] was also employed 
for fast and easy data sorting and exploration.

2.3 Internal mechanisms

Riot Games’ changes to the game are assumed to be changes to the game’s constraints. Players 
(Challenger tier players) generate data by playing matches (ranked matches on Summoner’s 
Rift). Between patches, the game is fixed in the sense that it has a static code underlying the 
game and a pre-defined state space; there are only so many different things players are able to 
do with the game’s current code. In physics, systems typically evolve under a pre-defined state 
space. This makes them easier to understand conceptually. Equations are used to quantify how 
systems move through and explore the pre-defined state space. For this reason, this part of the 
data is the best place to start to eventually understand the game’s dynamics as a whole. In other 
words, we begin our analysis by considering player-generated data between Riot Games’ 
game changes, where the game’s code is unchanged and the constraints that the players play 
under are constant.

How are the players moving through this space? Presumably, players want to win matches 
and are picking strategies to help them achieve that goal. So is the players’ trajectory their 
way of discovering optimal strategies to win the game? There is a subtle conceptual pitfall 
here based on what the data represents. Despite Riot Games’ attempts to make all of its cham-
pions equally competitive, there is no reason to assume there is a pre-existing optimal 
champion or strategy to use. All knowledge about how the players explore the game state 
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space (including Riot Games’ knowledge) is generated solely by player data. There are only 
a finite number of possible states the data can be in at any given time. There is also no explicit 
‘best’ strategy that is optimal at any given time. However, players supposedly seek a type of 
optimum by exploring possible strategies and using the ones that win the most games. 
This could be an analogy for biology since organisms and species evolve by exploring the 
possibility space of phenotypes and use the ones that are the most ‘successful’ at a particular 
time.

There are several different ways to quantify how the players explore possible strategies and 
evolve the current ‘metagame’. The term ‘metagame’ is a kin to the most popular strategy 
being used at a given time. Physically, the game consists of people, electronic hardware, and 
software. Virtually, a metagame can be described in several different ways, depending on the 
question at hand. As an example, asking what the metagame is at a certain point in time is 
much like asking what state the United States’ Republican party is in at a certain point in 
time. In an attempt to understand the game in alignment with Riot Games, we are going to 
use a metric that players use to pick their strategies for every match: which champion beats 
what other champions. Champion selection is a core mechanic of selecting a strategy. If a 
player sees the enemy team picks the champion ‘Teemo’, the player is likely going to pick a 
champion that can beat ‘Teemo’, such as ‘Talon’. This decision is guided by knowledge from 
past experiences. In previous games, the player was successful in beating ‘Teemo’ with 
‘Talon’ (or perhaps participated in games where they observed this interaction between other 
players) several times. In other words, players have some general knowledge about the 
metagame.

Since there is no explicit optimal strategy to use as a goalpost for the players, we can only 
use only player-generated data to determine which champion beats what. Let’s say champions 
{A, B, C, D and E} are used on Blue team, and champions {V, W, X, Y and Z} are used on the 
Red team for a single match. Blue team wins the match. We say that in this match, champion 
A beat all Red team’s champions (V, W, X, Y and Z), W beat all Blue team’s champions (A, B, 
C, D and E), etc. This is a generalization of high-level play, since all players on Red team 
interact with all players on Blue team frequently during a single match. This also simplifies 
our analysis.

Figure 3: ‘Teemo’ is on the Blue team and ‘Tristana’ is on the Red team. If Blue team won, 
we represent the ‘Teemo’/‘Tristana’ interaction on a graph like so.
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This can be represented as a network, where if the character Teemo beat the champion 
Tristana, the interaction is represented by a directed edge from node ‘Teemo’ into node 
‘Tristana’, as shown in Figure 3.

For an aggregate of matches, edges have weights to represent exactly how badly ‘Teemo’ 
beats ‘Tristana’ during those matches. Edge weights are quantified in the next section.

2.4 Meta strategy trends

When League was first released in 2009, any champion was played on any spatial location on 
the map by the players. As time passed, players decided that having certain types of champions 
on certain locations of the map was preferred. Since the community made this decision, a 
team’s general spatial organization has not changed for over 6 years. In some sense, players 
computed a firm ‘meta’, the player community term for a persistent and uniquely identifiable 
strategy trend.

Within this firm meta, there are sub-metas. For example, high-damage characters might be 
very popular. After some time, the champions that easily beat the sub-meta champions (tough 
champions that do not take damage) become popular, simply because they counter the current 
sub-meta. Thus, the counter sub-meta becomes the new sub-meta. This minor sub-meta rotation 
is reminiscent of negative frequency-dependent selection in biology [16]. An agent-based 
model could be used to further explore these sub-meta dynamics as emergent dynamics among 
players.

Since players respond to current sub-metas by finding counter-strategies within the firm 
meta, the system retains a type of memory. There is an underlying mechanism that causes 
new sub-metas to emerge while allowing the firm meta to persist, even if a better firm meta 
may exist.

3 CONSTRUCTING NETWORKS
To represent the players’ internal dynamics under constant constraints (during a single patch, 
when the games’ code is unchanged), we constructed a champion counter network from  
collected data to see how champion power changes over time. In this context, power is used to 
describe how dominant a champion is over other champion, given a set of match data. Dominant 
or powerful champions are often more likely able to win games, regardless of the rest of the 
team’s performance. Players often consider particular champions to be powerful during certain 
days or weeks, while other characters could be considered under-powered (‘Who would ever 
play that champion?’ a player might remark).

At any given minute throughout the day, anywhere from 10 to 100 matches are being played 
in this pool of players. Matches can last anywhere from 20 to 60 minutes (a hard minimum on 
20 and a rough higher estimate on the 60). It is unclear if the game has a natural time scale, 
which makes it difficult to identify individual time steps. All matches were binned into days 
according to their start times. This is arbitrary, but since Riot Games’ changes occur anywhere 
between 1 and 3 weeks, it seems like a reasonable time unit for network analysis.

Edge weights are constructed in the following way for a given day:
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Since edge weights change on a daily basis, the network is dynamic with respect to time.

3.1 Power

For this analysis, we use eigenvector centrality (EVC) as a representation of a node’s power. 
For a weighted adjacency matrix W with EVC values xi, eigenvector centrality is defined as:
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Google uses a modified version of this to determine the webpage rank as the result of a 
Google search [17]. Colloquially, EVC represents how much influence a node has in a net-
work. It not only considers how many in-degrees or out-degrees a node has, but the degree of 
nodes it is connected to as well. A node with five connections has a higher EVC value when 
the nodes it is connected to are also highly connected. With this metric, we are interested in 
two questions to understand how a champion power hierarchy is formed and maintained. (1) 
What happens to the power over time in champions that were changed in the last patch? (2) 
What happens to the power over time in champions that are going to be changed during the 
next patch?

To gain a general sense of the distribution of power in the game, all data for a single patch 
were aggregated into a single network, shown in Figure 4. The distribution in Figure 4 shows 
the EVC ranking of champions over an entire patch, for both patch 7.2 and 7.3. This repre-
sents a larger time scale than individual days.

The same analysis was completed for individual days, but we found each individual day 
had an approximately linear distribution. Since the distribution over the whole patch is 
non-linear, this indicates that points on the linear daily distribution move up and down the 
distribution day by day (Fig. 5). This figure shows the same ranking of EVC values, but on 

Figure 4: Left: Ranked EVC distribution of nodes over the whole patch 7.2. The blue line 
represents EVC measured over the entire patch’s data aggregated onto a single 
network. The green dashed line shows the same, except for the last half of the 
patch. Right: Likewise for patch 7.3.
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the time scale of individual days. This distribution is linear, as opposed to the non-linear 
distribution for the larger time scale.

The majority of champions on the upper half of the distribution continue to remain on the 
upper half day by day. The non-linear distribution on a larger time scale and the linear distri-
bution on a smaller time scale remained largely invariant for their respective time scales. 
However, the non-linear distribution from the larger time scale suggests there may be an 
underlying dynamic on how the linear daily distributions change point ranking. This phe-
nomenon may indicate a type of dynamic equilibrium in the game’s dynamics, which is 
characterized on a larger time scale by a non-linear distribution. The EVC values for individual 
nodes over time were analyzed to address this phenomenon. No clear trends were found for the 

Figure 5:  Left: Patch 7.2 single day (the first day of the patch) distribution of EVC node 
values. Points on the upper and lower half of the distribution are colored blue and 
red, respectively. Colors simply correspond to their rank position on the first day of 
the patch. Without changing the colors of the nodes, the distribution of EVC is 
shown for the last day of the patch (right).

Figure 6: EVC values for champions that were changed in patch 7.2 over time. Solid lines 
represent champions that were ‘buffed’ (made better in some way). Dashed lines 
represent champions that were ‘nerfed’ (made weaker).
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accumulation of nodes (champions), so it was more fruitful to analyze specific champions, 
particularly ones that were changed during the two patches (Figs. 6–8).

From Figures 6–8, it is unclear whether Riot Games’ patches were beneficial to the ‘power- 
balance’ of the corresponding champions. In other words, it is unclear whether Riot Games’ 
patches accomplished the goal of adjusting the champions towards a more equal distribution 

Figure 7: EVC values for champions that were changed in patch 7.3 over time. Solid lines 
represent champions that were ‘buffed’ (made better in some way). Dashed lines 
represent champions that were ‘nerfed’ (made weaker).

Figure 8: EVC values for champions in 7.2 that were eventually changed in patch 7.3 over 
time. These are champions that ‘signaled’ Riot Games in some form or another. 
Solid lines represent champions that were ‘buffed’ (made better in some way). 
Dashed lines represent champions that were “nerfed” (made weaker).
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of power. In Figure 8, ‘Akali’ was buffed (made better in some way) and ‘Camille’ was nerfed 
(made weaker). Their power levels after their changes seem to suggest the opposite. Only a 
few champions seemed to have benefitted from their changes. Figure 10 suggests a better 
indication of what champions need future changes for the majority of champions, although 
still misses the mark on champions like ‘Rengar’ and ‘LeBlanc’ since their power is decreasing 
over time, yet they are nerfed anyways.

Since champion power levels depend on each other in a very intricate way, buffing or nerfing 
a particular champion doesn’t seem to have the desired effect on that given champion. For 
example, if champion A beats champion B, nerfing champion A is an indirect buff to champion B. 
Since this system is highly connected, making changes to the game can perturb the network in 
unforeseen ways. A deeper understanding of how elements of the system (such as champions 
in this context) affect each other rather than analysing the element dynamics themselves seems 
to be a more insightful direction of inquiry than a network approach. Although networks are 
useful in understand the direct relationships between entities, an agent-based-modelling 
approach might be more useful in understanding how these entities interact in a complex  
system.

For example, we could model agents who randomly select champions based on a distribution 
derived from the data. Match outcomes could be decided on factors such as the agent’s skill and 
data-based outcomes on which characters win against which other characters. From such a 
model, are the same EVC distributions produced over the rank of champions? We could also 
incorporate feedback, updating the champion-selection distribution based on the resulting EVC 
distribution. Such a model will be explored in the near future.

3.2 Player perspectives

Are players aware of the entire network’s structure? Players only observe interactions 
between 10 nodes per match, so it is unlikely they observe interactions that include all the 
140+ champions every day. Players observe a smaller network from only the matches they 
participated in. If their goal as a player is to win, are they increasing the EVC value on their 
champions’ nodes in their smaller network of observed interactions? How do the EVC values 
of these smaller networks compare to the EVC values of the whole network?

In addition to these questions, it is important to highlight the two different kinds of League 
players. There are players who mainly stick to playing a single champion, and players who play 
whatever they think will help them win matches. We denote these players as Type 1 and Type 
2, respectively. Type 1 players who stick to a single champion over time have more influence on 
a node. They actively maintain the state of a node and its connecting edges. In some sense, this 
is a lot like a system’s stability. Type 2 players who only play certain champions to win and the 
player who are more explorative and perhaps even more innovative. Their presence contributes 
to nodes that are likely more powerful. In another sense, they are a system’s innovation- 
apparatus.

4 WRAP-UP
So far, we have only considered a few components of League’s dynamics. Instead of using 
EVC as a metric, it could be fruitful to explore perturbation centrality measures [18], since 
game changes occur frequently. Our next immediate goal is to explore other ways of  
quantifying the players’ dynamics besides using a network, such as the agent-based models 
discussed previously. In addition, the idea of smaller player-observed networks described in 
the last section can be studied for practical purposes. Do players have unique ‘personal  
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network’ unique to their own match history or is the network topology similar for any given 
Type 1 player? It could be possible that if players have personal networks, cheaters can be 
detected. The most common form of cheating is when players purchase high skill-level 
accounts to use them as their own. Another is using external code to artificially improve a 
player’s skill. Cheating could be flagged by tracking sudden topological changes in a player’s 
personal network.

Understanding the rest of Figure 2 is beyond the scope of this paper, but can be addressed 
in future studies. In particular, what signal is Riot Games gathering from the players’ dynam-
ics? How is this signal processed and translated into game updates? How do the game’s 
constraints on the players evolve? Finally, how do all these dynamics interact and aggregate 
to evolve the entire game as a whole? One could argue this data could be a useful compared 
to population dynamics data—both measured from real systems and generated from computer 
models. In League, however, this data exists on the boundary between real and computer- 
generated: real human players are using computers to interact with each other through software 
and the Internet. The game encompasses both types of data used in population dynamics 
studies. Returning to the negative-frequency dependence selection [16] analogy to describe 
player strategy dynamics, it would be useful to see how League data compares to both real 
data and purely computer-generated data.

Physical laws as we currently understand them are insufficient to describe biological 
phenomenon such as heredity, adaptability, and the number of global tweets per minute. If 
we were to somehow rewind the universe to the point of the Big Bang, is the presence of life 
somewhere in the universe inevitable? Perhaps, the reason this quest is so difficult is our 
lack of a fundamental understanding of biological data, although this is certainly up for 
speculation.
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